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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to bring into consideration the actual situation of the human resources management in the industry of tourism and hospitality, the challenges this factor is going through and the possible perspectives in the future.

This study is based on the statistical data published by international authorized institutions and different studies of the field, compared and analyzed under an accurate literature review process made by the author. What comes up from this study is that eventhough the labor force of the tourism industry is the biggest ever known until now, half of it is part time employed and no qualified, dominated by students and emigrants groups who in general are low payed. In constrast to this, in most developed countries, where this industry is one of the most important regarding to income generation, happens that the service receiver- the tourist, is generally served by the low qualified employee. So, the failure or the success in this industry actually depends on the lowest payed and under evaluated part of the labour force. This industry suffers from negative perceptions regarding the employment practices, which in mostly cases are supported by evidence in fact. The phylosophy of human resources management is actually oriented toward short term objectives and responsabilties than toward long term ones like as the human resources development and its effective carrier path. This tendency needs to be changed due to the new challenges of the global tourism market development and smart tourist profile. Related to this last point this study offers recomendations.
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1. Introduction

The sector of tourism and hospitality has a crucial role in the world wide employment level, in the developed country as well as in those of developing status. According to the World Travel and Tourism Council report the number of jobs generated by this sector’s activities is over 230 million jobs or 8.7 percent of jobs in the world (WTTC, 2006). Nowadays it is indisputable the importance of this sector in the employment quantity terms but is highly discussed and of great concern for various policy makers, business people, academics and researchers, the employment in this sector in terms of quality.

1.1 Labor Force Features in Framework of the Tourism and Hospitality Industry

Finding the right solutions to improve quality attributes of tourism industry employment there is necessary first of all understanding the nature of the labour force in this industry and the industry in its self.

---

According to MacDonald and Sirianni (1996)\(^7\), this industry is comprised mainly of two forms of service jobs: the first one deals with a large number of jobs which are low paid and requires low level of skills and the second form is represented by a smaller number of jobs that require high level of skills and generate high income. Only few number of jobs of this sector are in the middle of the above categories.

Based on diversity and complexity of labour force nature in this industry, Baum (1995)\(^8\) emphasizes the impact of the geographical position in the way the employment in this industry is perceived and performed by designing a dual view of the industry and setting in front of each other extremes of employment attractiveness and working conditions, the status, the payment level, the professionalism level, and others like these attributes mentioned.

There is not a single definition of the industry of tourism and hospitality which confirms again the diversity nature of it.

In one of the most successful international attempts toward having a wide and comprehensive definition of this industry which is that used also by the Sector Skills Council of tourism and hospitality located in London (People 1st, 2006)\(^9\), the industry is conceptualized as a big one, comprised of 14 sub sectors like as hotels; bars and restaurants; night clubs; food providers; travel services; events; parks; hospitality service; tourists service; self-service catering; hostels; visitor attractions, etc.

It comes logical that the wide classification of tourism and hospitality, is accompanied by high diversity in terms of job types, in their different requirements and technics, in the required level of education, required job conditions, rules and duties the employee has to perform, its duration, etc. Baum (1997)\(^10\) used a good example to illustrate this mass of activities, by using the people and services range and the itinerary contacts that a person encounters when buys a package holiday. This person to achieve its objective has to interact with many agents, which proves again the wide range of sub sector that the tourism and hospitality industry does involve. So the person has to contact first of all with a travel agency, then with an insurance company; a transport to and from the airport; airport services like food, shops etc;immigration and customs service; local transport service; accomodation; local tour service; goods and services providers in the destination; destination emergency services, and other services like these. These moments through which passes the tourist called also ‘as moments of truth’, are in the center of the attention of all the companies of the industry to achieve the organisation effectiveness, to be successful, to increase their competitiveness and generate higher profits (Carlzon, 1987)\(^11\).

What comes clear from the above illustration is that planning and performing an effective recruitment and selection process of human resources helps in choosing the best individuals who will be the primary contact points between the customer and the provider by establishing so a successful and longlasting relationship with the tourist.

Beside the fact that the tourism industry offers a high variety of jobs, it is highly dominated by small and medium enterprises which are of heterogeneous nature in terms of their competitive advantages; the ways they go through to achieve their objectives and aims; their sizes; services; ownership, employees way of management in offering higher quality level service. Due to this profile that industry has, it is indispensable for it to develop its overall marketing strategy which depends on the strategies and processes established to manage the human resources of the companies, like as those related to the recruitment and selection, perfomance evaluation, rewards management and staff trainings and its development.

### 1.2 Labor Force Structure in the Industry of Tourism and Hospitality


There are different points of view on this issue. Wood (1997)\(^{12}\) does consider the employees of this industry as ‘marginal workers’ where are included women, young students, part time employees and immigrants. The International Labour Organisation (ILO, 2001)\(^{13}\) recognizes this industry as the biggest one ever known. Related to some statistical data on the employees of this industry, about 52 percent of the employees are part time engaged (HtF, 2003). Data from UK shows that the labour force is dominated especially by young people since about 37 percent of the labour force is under 24 years old and 58 percent of them are under 34 years old . (People 1st, 2006)\(^{14}\). Mostly of them are students and immigrants who are low qualified, and low payed. What is important to be emphasized is that eventhough in a well developed country like UK is, where the tourism industry is well explored and highly developed which generates high level of incomes, there are these low skills employees, low payed and poor motivated who offer the service to the receiver/client by establishing a direct contact to them and affecting so the service quality perceived. It seems that, paradoxically the succes or the failure in the industry is highly depended on the low qualified part of the labour force. And, it is noticed that the number of this part of labour force is growing more and more since the immigrants and young students do agree to work under low payed conditions and flexible time schedule (Canny, 2002)\(^{15}\). They do perceive their employment as a casual need and short term engagement (Canny and Lucas (2001)\(^{16}\). Only 12 percent of the labour force is high qualified and do have the appropriate level of education (People 1st, 2006)\(^ {17}\).

In general, the tourism industry has encoutered negative perceptions regarding to the employment practises, and the facts do support this. Related to the prevalence of low skilled employees, there are some issues this industry suffers which induce this situation like as, the low payment level; large number of women involved; low prestige level covered especially by the immigrants; disparity in the development policies; lack of career structures; seasonal employment; informal recruitment and employment practises; high turn over rate; difficulties in recruiting workers and keeping motivated. According to Riley (2000)\(^ {18}\), eventhough he recognizes the presence of poor empolyment practices in this field, he argues that the main influencing factor on the human resources management policies in this industry is the economy. Riley (p. 119) believes that the management strategies and processes are shaped by ‘the structure and the form under they live’. The actual economy models offer to decision makers just a short term perspective in the human resources management. Consequently, the human resources management is dominated by short term management reponsabilities which tends to pay attention more on the processes of recruitment, selection and trainings than on the strategic human resources needs planning, human resources perfomance evaluation and rewards planning and the staff development and its strategic career path development.

According to DfEE (2000)\(^ {19}\) there is a pesimistic situation of human resources management in the industry and hospitality sector which has to do with low payment level and a naive point of view ‘as good’ from the part of workers in this industry. A lot of employers describe the payment level and work conditions ‘as good and acceptable’, while on the other hand they report lot of problems on staff recruitment, lack of staff abilities and high turn over rate. Even ILO in its report confirms an inconsistency of attitudes between employers and employees in the tourism industry. Employers representatives explain the high rate of turn over as a result of the transit nature that the labour force in this industry shows, because of the workers social category like new moms and young people.

---


While employees representatives explains the high rate of turn over as a result of the low payment and lack of succesfull career and benefits in the future.

Conclusions and Recommendations

All the facts mention in this paper claim that hypothesis that the turism and hospitality industry remains a poor employment practices sector. There are many reasons which explain this situation of poor recruitment, selection and lack of employees motivation in this industry. Some of them are as follows: economic needs, small and medium enterprises domination of the industry, lack of employers goodwill to implement modern concepts of human resources management, special characteristics of labour market of this industry, companies that tends more to implement succesfull practises of short term objectives aiming to achieve high profits, etc. The companies do consider the human resources management costs as expenses and not as investment which in the future with increase their strategic position in the market and ensure a steady competitivenes level.

What the companies need to do is to change their phylosophy on their employees management by planning and implementing effective recruitment and selection processes, effective jobs evaluation needs, effective job performance evaluation, effective reward evaluation strategies and effective trainings and development programs. They have to be visionary and try to be consistent to their long term strategies and objectives, since the markets are changing shapes and are of no boundaries. Being surrounded by the high information technology reality, we have to do with a smarter client profile and what the companies need is high commitment of their staffs.
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